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Budget wins Assembly approval, 19-10
Passes by majority at first vote
by Carl Lewis
The College Voice

with $6,000 less than requested, the
organization maintained this will
be impossible. "We put in our
budget for over $10,000, and we are
being cut where we want to expand," said Robin Swimmer, '93,
SAC chair.
Colleen O'Hagan, '94, SAC
cultural events coordinator, said
"SAC specifically asked for more
money over last year in order to
bring better and more speakers to
campus. "
Jackie Soteropoulos, '92, SGA

After a week's delay and five
hours of questions and debate, the
first budget proposal was approved by the SGA Assembly
Thursday in a vote of 19-10.
The Assembly, 20-7, postponed last week's budget consideration after the Finance Committee realized that it had failed to
post the printed minutes of the
budget hearings for a full week, as
vice president, said other organizamandated in the "C"-Book.
The bulk of Thursday's debate tions bring speakers to campus and
centered on the allocations of the believes they have been allocated
sufficient resources to maintain a
Student Activities
Council,
Koine, WCNI, The College Voice high level of cultural awareness.
Publishing Group and the creation "We have a substantial number of
·clubs that bring in speakers," she
of a large band event fund.
SAC had requested $16,000 for said.
The Finance Committee also apcultural events, and received a
$10,000 allocation. SAC's re- plied its standard forbidding the
sponsibility to coordinate campus purchase of gifts for club members
social events includes the annual with student government funds to
presentation of speakers and cul- SAC's request.
Discussion on Kaine's allotment
tural events.
This year, SAC had hoped to involved the amount of control the
expand its cultural events, and Finance Committee should assert

Proposed working budgets for SGA-allocated
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for organizations which have typically gone into debt.
Thisyear,theFinanceCommittee
has recommended that seniors pay
$13.75 for their personal photos in
the yearbook. "They're paying exactly what it costs to have their photo

A suicide attempt by a Connecticut College student two
weeks ago has raised concerns
among some community members
about the adequacy of campus
counseling services and suicide

prevention strategies.
According
to witnesses,
a
freshman threatened to jump from
a dormitory balcony in K.B. on
Friday, October 4. After friends

convinced the student to come
away from the balcony, the student
broke down and was taken to the
infirmary by Campus Safety offic-

ers.
The student had a past history of
suicidal behavior and had exhibited
self-threatening behavior throughout the semester, said dormitory
residents, NaLhalie Zimmerman,
'95, and India Hopper, '95.
Recognizing
these
signs,
Zimmerman
contacted
her
housefellow and the administra-

P 0I-Ice con fron t rug b y
players at keg party

Sec Budget p. 8

Students decry limited campus
counseling services for suicide
by Sarah Huntley
Editor In Chief

funds

tion.asking for assistance before the
attempt. "I voiced theseverityofthe
situation [to administrators]
I
really cried out for [the student] .
and they just didn't take it well," she
said.
The student met with Louise
Brown, dean of freshmen, and

Counseling Services staff, but was
referred to an off-campus therapist
and received little intervention assistance until her suicide attempt,
said Zimmerman and Hopper.
See Counseling p- 7

by Michelle Moon
The College Voice

Waterford police confronted
several members of the rugby club
earlier this month as they held a keg
party with members of the opposing team in Leary Field, a
Waterford public park.
The police arrived after local
residents reported noise pollution
coming from the park at about 6:30
on Saturday, October 5.
Sgt. Joseph San Juan of the
Waterford Police Department said
the police officers approached the
students and found "cups and cans
strewn about" the site. They also
discovered a half keg of beer in the
trunk of a student's car.
"It was the rugby team. They
were apparently celebrating a victory:' San Juan said.
"We quelled the noise problem
with no trouble," San Juan said.
"No one claimed ownership of the
keg, so we took it"
The sergeant added that many of
the students were under 21 years of
age. He said that Connecticut College was not informed of the encounter.

by the administration three years
ago for an unrelated incident during

the spring 1989 semester.
Paul Whynotl, '92, president of
the rugby club, said that the recent
keg party was not an organized club
function. "It was individual members of the team, not the team itself," Whynott said. "Drinking is
not the point of the club. The point
is the sport."
Whynott and Jon Fahey, '92, cocaptain of the rugby team, have
decided to approach the administration themselves to tell them of
the incident.
"I thought that with all the rumors going around that it was the
team,
just
for their
[the
administration'
51 benefit. we
should talk to them. They appreciated us bringing it to them,"
Whynoll said.
Whynott and Fahey met with
Mark Hoffman, coordinator of student activities.Jast week to discuss
the incident.
"It did help immensely that they
carne and spoke with me, and told
me that it wasn't an organized Learn
event, just some members of the
team," Hoffman said.
See Rugby p. 1\

The rugby team was pcnalizeed
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VIEWPOINT
Every cloud.

• •

Even the darkest of clouds have their silver linings. The recent
suicide allempt by a Connecticut College student is no
exception.
Rarely does a college get such a powerfuJ impetus to look for
beneficial change than it did two weeks ago. A student was close
to jumping off the K.B, balcony. This student was fortunate
enough to have friends who had "cried out" and sought help.
Unfortunately, the help was not enough to prevent an attempt.
Connecticut College'S counseling services are rated fair in
relation to peer institutions'. However, they are still clearly
insufficient. When a student seeks counseling, it must be
available. If the college does not have the resources to provide
adequate help on campus, referrals off-campus are not
practical. Problems of transportation
and finances can
complicate an already difficult decision to seek help.
Clearly, adding more full time counselors would be an
extremely expensive option. If that solution is impossible, the
college can find other routes to ameliorate counseling
deficiencies.
Friends of the student who attempted suicide have called for
a freshman orientation seminar on recognition and prevention
strategies. A campus hotline, or the posting of a local holline in
dorm rooms would also help.
The administration is not insensitive to the drawbacks of our
counseling system. After the 1989-1990 report on health
services, the college hired an additional full time counselor. But
the system is still not functioning as it should .•• and must.
Completing another full-length review is probably not
necessary. But committing energy and funds to developing a
better system must be, and we trust Will'fk, flirth&n'liiitg. " ",'
. Laura Hessletn, director of Counselingservlces, recogniZes
there are problems in the system. We do nofneedto convince
the administration that there are holes to be filled; However, it
would be a shame not to find Ihe silver lining in this cloud. 11
would be unconscionable not to take this opportunity to
institute positive change.

SOAR
apologizes

Perfection?
Not.

Lener to the Voice:

S,O.A.R. apologizes to the
college community for any
mconveruence

The letterappearingat theright is theonly Leiterto the EditorthatThe
Col/ege Voice receivedthis week.

I WoNDER

Her lecturewaspostponeddueto
illness.
Sincerely,
Neil Manlar, '94
President of S.O.A.R.
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by the

community as soon as a date has
been set.

Eitherwe're doingourjob perfectly,nothingwe've publishedis of any
real interest,or FallBreaktookpeople's mindsoff the issues,Hopefully.
it was thelast. Lettersto The Col/ege Voice aredue on Thursdayat 3:00
p.rn, in the Voice office or in Box 535L

WE'RE I-/OLD!N6 JUDGE THOM"S
uP TO AN VN!"4/R STANDARD,

caused

postponement of Jane Elliot's
lecture, originally scheduled for
Sunday night. Ms. Elliott will be
rescheduled to speak in the near
futureand wewill notify thecollege

IT...

P/:108LEM,

,

CONNTHOUGHT
Misplaced
distrust in
Assembly

Notes from
the couch
So there I am, nursing a sore right thumb
and keeping the remote control awkwardly
poised in my left hand. My body has become
a vegetable, more a zucchini than a potato.
The couch has molded itself around me. And
as if Fall Break weren't great enough already,
some of the bestdrarna (and comedy) around
was on TV, live. And I'm thinking ...
• What does it say about Americans when
only 15 people (five retirees in Florida, four
prison inmates on death row, three of the
current Supreme Court Justices, two New
Jersey toll booth attendants and one on-duty
campus safety officer) watched the early part
(the real part) of the hearings, but 75 percent
of the country watched Wyoming's Alan
Simpson stumble over (figuratively) "Long
Dong Silver?"
• Orrin Hatch has got to be the front-runner
for a "Best Reading of a Pornographic Text
by a Devout Mormon" Emmy award.
• Was that Perrier or Absolut on the rocks
in Ted Kennedy's glass?
• Howell Heflin and Strom Thurmond
should havea talk show, similar in structure to
ABC's David Brinldey Report and similar in
substance to Saturday Night Live's Deep
Thoughts.
• Will you ever look at a can of Coca-Cola
quite the same way?
• If the networks had broadcast the first
week of hearings, the public opinion ratings
of the Senate would be far higher and
Clarence Thomas would be at least slightly
lower, but deprived soap opera addicts would
have overwhelmed the nation's hospitals
suffering from heroin-like withdrawal
symptoms.
• Will the infirmary diagnose my Remote
Control Thumb as a) a bloody nose, b)
mononucleosis, or c) a sprained ankle?
• Las Vegas bookies say the odds are
running about 197,000 to 1 against the next
Bush Supreme Court nominee being a man,
and that the woman he selects will be
"indisputably" the best person for the job.
• Rolaids would do well to star Senator
Joseph Biden in its next set of commercials.
• Finally, anyone who is worried Clarence
Thomas will never get over these hearings
should look for the inevitable seven-figure
book and mini-series contract which should
help alleviate the pain.
Jeffrey Bennan
Class of 1993

Graphic by Kalhy Burlkne

New London council
race needs your vote
On Wednesday, October23, at 7:30p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge, the College Democrats
will hold its first function of the year - a
"Meet the Candidates" night with the
Democratic candidates for city council of
New London. This forum provides a perfect
opportunity for members of the college
community to learn about local issues and
politics.
It is also one of the first
opportunities we have as students to
demonstrate to local politicians that we care
about the community around us.
It is important for students on campus to
get involved in local politics for a variety of
reasons. First of all, the average American

Help make a difference
Connecticut College has always taken pride
in the impact students have in all aspects of
college policy - making and enforcement.
All branches of student government,
especially theAssembly, havehad tremendous
influence in implementing and changing
college policies. These changes can occur in
the realms of academics, athletics, and
socializing.
Whether ornotstudents actually choose to
participate in student government is their
own choice. Running for house senator or
governor should not be seen as the only
outlets for participation. There exist over 25
committees on campus which examine and
attack specific issues. Thesecommittees range
from Alcohol Policy, the 3:2 Committee,
Educational Planning Committee (focusing
this year on general education requirements),
all the way to the Bookshop Committee.
These bodies obviously range in the impact

they register on campus, however each has
the potential to make a difference. And when
a change in academic and social policy occur,
students must understand that fellow students
helped devise and implement that new policy.
Ifyou are not interested in running for SGA
or a committee then the least you can do is
talk to your senator abnut what has to be
changed. Senators are supposed to fill that
role; they represent you and your concerns.
Furthermore, students at-large may c0sponsor legislation with a voting member of
the Assembly. Whatever bothers you about
Conn: the food, tuition, fmancial aid, 3:2,
housing, whatever, you can help change it for
the better. So please speak to your house
senator about making a difference.

Sean Spicer, '93

House Senator ~ Harkness

family moves approximately every four
years - about the same amount of time that
students are on campus. We iill\ legal
residents of the town, our patronage is vital
to several local businesses, and the safety of
our enviorment is affected by the local crime
rate. It is important to show that we also care
abnut the community as a whole.
Recently one of the candidates for city
council proposed a "bed tax" on the
community which was aimed at the college.
The tax would have resulted in half a million
dollars of new taxes for the college to pay.
Where would the money have come from to
pay for it. The answer is a rise in XQ]I[ tuition.
Fortunately an agreement was reached 10
avert the situation, but this serves to illustrate
how local government affects us here at the
college.
Twenty years ago a revolution took place
in New London politics. A whole new slate
of people was elected to office and the key to
their success was the participation of over
five hundred Connecticut College students in
the election. Just two years ago a Democrat
won the Middletown, Connecticut mayoral
race by a slim victory, because strong support
from Wesleyan students made thedilference.
This year the Republicans are out to get their
share of the vote. In a community where only
a few thousand votes are cast we have
tremendous political power. As students we
are a part of the local community and can
make a difference.
Even if you don't vote here it is important
to be informed. To find out how, come listen
to and speak with the candidates on
Wednesday evening in the faculty lounge.

I would like to express my concern over the
SGA Assembly meeting last Thursday,
October 10, 1991. First, I want to state that
the incident described in this letter stems
from my own perception of what took place.
As a studentat large attending the meeting, I
was able to witness one of the senator's
request for the SGA Executive Board to leave
the room. This request was made after the
Assembly meeting was formally adjourned.
The senator's request was obviously an
unusual one, since most everyone in the room
looked puzzled.
However, with little
questioning, the SGA Executive Board left
the room.
The senator then proceeded to voice his
concern regarding the ability of the SGA
Executive Board to discuss issues mat were
to be brought out onto the Assembly floor
before the Assembly meeting. He was
concerned about what he thought was the
apparent bonding of the Executive Board
over certain issues. He thought that this
bonding tended to sway the decisions of the
rest of the Assembly members in deciding to
vote a certain way. Thus, he proposed to form
committees within the senators and class
presidents to discuss certain issues and come
up with a consensus similar to that of the
Executive Board. This would insure that
senators and class presidents would have
time to research information

JuDd .... ,
ClUlI or 1993

Matt Ceen, "92

C.~~mt~C~~e~«nb

needed to vore

on certain issues.
Asa student at large, I am concerned about
this incident for one main reason: after
witnessing the action of the senator I felt that
there was no trust in him towards the
Executive Board of SG A. I agree that his
concern is valid. The Executive Board of
SGA should not have the ability to sway
senators in deciding to vote with them. The
senators should be able to discuss issues
before the Assembly meeting so that they will
have a better grasp on what they are voting:
Yet, the fact that the senator was notable to
voice his concern in front of the Executive
Board and his suggestion to formalize these
committees suggested to me thaI he did not
trust me Executive Board members. The
Executive Board members of SGA are
present at the Assembly meetings because
they are resources for the senators and class
presidents to use. They are not there to
persuade others to vote their way but to
provide information on topics that they,
compared to others, are most knowledgeable
about.
If this senator cannot trust the Executive
Board to give information about certain
issues then, how can I trust the Student
Government Association to be able to voice
my concerns if within themselves they don't
trust each other?
1 did not stay all through the private
meeting with the senators and class
presidents. 1 beard afterwards that they are
just planning to gel together in groups and
discuss issues informally. But, to me, it
doesn't matter whether or not the secret
commiuees would be formalized, what
matters is the distrust that I saw in one of the
senators - adistrust thaI has the capacity to
grow larger.

Edilor's Note.: 1M. Asse.mbly m4m«r

who mat:k 1M
re.quur was Mml Coen, '92, Itou.se.senator ojWi.ndJwn.
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Surgeon General
addresses USCGA

NBC
features
Arenson

by Christl Sprunger
Features Editor

-

juniors and seniors in high school
drink 35 percent of all the wine
coolers sold in the US. They drink
1.1 billion cans of beer a year.
Novello stated that college
students drink 34 gallons of
alcohol-rnore than water or juice .
They spend $4.2 billion a year on
alcohol. "People believe that When
they go to college, they tum 21,"
she said. Novello noted that 33
percent of the revenue of college
school papers is from alcohol
advertising, alcohol is a factor in 21
percent of all college dropouts and
285,000 crimes were commitled on
American campuses this year,
many of which were alcohol
related.
Novello also spoke about the
reasons for underage drinking.
"It's cheap, it's available, and I can
get it," she'd been told by
adolescents, She also believes that
attitudes on alcohol are largely
shaped by the industry's aggressive
marketing techniques.
Novello stressed the importance

In an introduction that generated
hearty applause from cadets at the
U.S. Coast Guard Academy,
Antonia Novello, the Surgeon
by Christl Sprunger
General of the United States,
Features EdItor
remarked, "I wanted to come to the
When Jennifer Arenson, '92, was
Coast Guard because it's like the
picked up by limousine last week at
Surgeon General, it's petite but
the Ritz Carlton in Washington,
powerful."
Novello spoke on
D.C. .the driver told her, "You'll be
alcohol and youth at the Academy
treated Jikea queen today, sojust let
on October 10.
me treat you that way:' Arenson ~
Dr. Antonia Novello is the first
was transported 10 the Today Show ~
woman and the first person of
set for what she referred to as "the j
Latino descent to serve as Surgeon
biggest
honor and greatest ..
General of the United States.
recognition that I will probably
"When you talk about Hispanics,
ever receive for what I did."
,
we are a little bit more than Juan
A few weeks ago, the Today ~
Valdez and Chiquita Banana," she
Show contacted Arenson about ~
noted. Novello is a native of Puerto
traveling
to New York to take part
~J;;;en;;;n:-;,"re~r'A-;;re;;;n;;so;;;n;-''''9''2''
.;;;p=p::e::car::e;;id-;;O;;n"th,;;e;,Tr;od=.y::OSiCho=w;;t;;:h"-/s::w=e=e"k.-----! Rico, was trained as a pediatric
in a piece they were putting
time for women today." She spoke
In helping to plan the NWPC's
specialist and eventually joined the
together
on
contemporary
of the media's role in in creating 20th Anniversary convention,
U.S. Public Health Service. She
feminism. Terry Schafer, producer unrealistic
ideals for young
Arenson convinced the planning
carne up through the ranks to take
of Today, interviewed Arenson
women.
"Women don't feeJ committee that "the time to reeruit
over the Public Health Corps
over the phone. "I told her it was confident anymore.
Feminism
women is when they're making
approximately 18 months ago.
my moment in the sun and of course means that you have to feel
decisions about their futures and
As the Surgeon General, Novello of communication and education in
con f ide n t careers."
Arenson became the
has concentrated her efforts on the teaching minors about alcohol.
abo
u t young women's forum coordinator
hazards of smoking, alcohol, abuse, Since 1935, the labels on beer cans
'It's not until you really have a
you r s elf.
and planned, designed, and ran
and violence and is working for have not had to display the alcohol
You have to events for young women during the
better health care for minorities, content.
chance in the real world, outside
fight against
convention.
She was also
women and children. She also
"If you know what's in your
of college where you feel
the media,"
influential in re--establishing the focuses on the health concerns of
lawnmower, you should know'
she stated.
Young Women's
Caucus, a America's women and youth and
protected, that you realize that
what's in your beer," said Novello
Sheremarked
division
of
the
NWPC
of which
AIDS education.
women don't have equality.'
as she spoke of her desire 10 make
with regret
Arenson is now co-chair.
Novello used many statistics in labeling beer with its alcohol
that
she
Arenson acknowledged the role
her lecture on youth and alcohol. content mandatory.
did
n 't
that Varsha Ghosh, '92, her former
- Jennifer Arenson, '92
She . referred to a survey that
Novello also said, "Parents have
con s i d e r roommate, and Maureen Moakley,
revealed
that despite laws to be the best role model for kids.
herself
a associate professor of government,
prohibiting the sale of alcohol to Thefirstschool of public health has
feminist until played in showing her that
minors 10.6 million of the 20.7 to be the farniIy."
I could come down," said Arenson college and added, "It's not until "feminist"isawordsheshouldfeel
million teens in the U.S. in grades
She encouraged students to
when the show was moved to you really have a chance in the real proud to call herself.
7-12 have had at least one drink in "Think clearly and therefore act
Washington, D.C. After four world, outside of college where you
"Identifying
ourselves
as
the past year and more than 8' decisively."
postponements, the show finally feel protected, that you realize that feminists should unite us, but it
million drink weekly.
"Eventually,"
the surgeon
took place on October 16.
women don't have equality."
divides
us," said Arenson.
Novello also said that 92 percent general concluded, "alcohol is
Arenson appeared with Susan
Arenson was asked to speak on "Women are always the ones who of high school students have tried a
going to be recognized in this
Faludi, a Pulitzer Prize winning contemporary feminism because of compromise and sacrifice. Men
drink at least once. Shc said that country for the menace that it is."
journalist
for the Wall Street
her active role in the National
and women [need tel come together
Journal, who wrOIeBacklash: The Women's Political Caucus, which and support each other."
Undeclared War Against American is a bi-partisan organization which
In a country where only six
Women.
strives to move women into elected percent of Congress are women and
Poised and articulate, in answer and appointed office at all levels of there are only two women senators,
to Katie Couric's
questions,
government. Arenson interned at Arenson is giving women reason to
Arenson remarked, "It is a difficult the NWPC from January to August
be proud.
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721 Bank Street
New London

443-0021

Making
Friends is
our Business:

BUDWEISER
THE KING OF BEERS

D'Angelo's Meal Dea.l
-Call in a $20 order, or order seven sandwiches
-Pick up the order in 20-25 minutes
AND ...
-D'Angelo will buy you a meal
- A large drink and a small or medium sandwich
The Colkge Voi«

Know when to say when
TRI-COUNTY
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FEATURES
500 years later,
Columbus sparks
controversy
pushing people to explore."
He also said that Europeans also
went to Africa, India, China, and i;'
This coming year marks the Japan.
"They basically went ~
quincentennial
celebration
of everywhere
looking to makelj:
Columbus'
"discovery"
of money."
~
America, and already stories of the
Forster also states that there was ~
controversy can be found in every a "two way interaction" between ~
facet of the media with newspaper the new world and the old. America ~
stories, magazine articles
was a source of wealth '"
and books exploring the
and
also
provided ~
topic in depth. What has
European society with'~
been hailed as the precursor
several
important·~
of democracy and a new age
changes in the mind set of;has come in recent
Europe."i
years to represent
Forster listed
cultural genocide
among these a i
and ecological
tremendous
~
catastrophe.
curiosity]
Marc Forster, professor
about the rest of the" ~~~~~~~~~::""~~~~~~~~~~::""""::::::":""':::::"''"-~:..world; and a broader
Columbus Day parades were held In neighboring Westerly, Rhode Island.
of history at Connecticut
College, believes that the
outlook,
caused
by Jed to believe.
First of all,
standingandexploitationappearto
journey should not be
comparing
their own Columbus' misnomer, calling the be validated by several statements
judged as good or bad. "It
society with others all natives
"Indians,"
stuck,
made in Columbus' journal. He
was more an extremely
over the planet Forster incorrectly labelling and lumping
wrote"It appears to me that the
concluded, "Europe was together the many different Native
people are ingenious and would
Important event," he
profoundly changed by American
cultures.
His
make good servants; and I am of
stated. He also sees a
contact with the rest of "discovery"
led to "a misthe opinion that they would very
certain
inevitability
the world."
understanding of people's cultures
readily become Christians, as they
about the journey. He
The effects Europe had and ihe continuing struggle of
appear 10 have no religion." It is
went on 10explain that
on America, according to people 'of 'color' to prove their
apparent
that,
despite
his
"[Europe] was a lot of
Dennise de laRosa,
'94, SAC capability in white America," said
fascination with the "Indians,"
cultures
crammed
into a
Columbus
was not overlysmall space ... and there were a lot representative for La Unldad, were de Ia Rosa.
The charges of misunderconcerned with their rights to the
of things happening at that point not nearly as positive as people are
land he "discovered."
Robert Gay, professor
of
sociology, said the controversy
over the merits of Columbus'
exploration stems, in pan, from the
immensely different effects it had
on North and South America. "The
voyage of Columbus is celebrated
by Yvonne Watkins
Associate Features Editor

l

=~~~~~
in the northern hemisphere

as an

event that led 10 the founding of
what was 10 become the ricbest,
most productive, and arguably,
most 'open' society the world has
ever

known.

In the

southern

hemisphere, on the other hand, it is
generally
associated
with
underdevelopment,
author. itarianism, cultural genocide, and,
more recently, ecological disaster,"
he said.
Gay added that, Instead of
debating the good and evil effects
of the discovery of America, "we
should be striving to understand the
specific

social,

historical,
and
that led to

economic circumstances

such radically different outcomes
in the region."

Clarincatlon: Deborah Heminway is a counselor for Counseling Services. The
support group for eating disorders is closed. Students interested in joining next
semester's support group should contact Counseling Services at x2275.
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CONNECTICUT VIEW
Playwright O'Neill still
74 reaps mixed reviews in
hometown New London
by Elizabeth Miller
Connecticut View Editor

The MIJoy747 salls regularly to Fisher's Island.

How to Catch a Bluefish
tremendous challenge," Schiller said. It depends on skill, but "it's also your luck of the
day that counts."
The mates instruct the novices. The patrons
"If! was going to retire, I would have done drop the baited lines down to the bottom, and
it when I turned sixty," said Mary Schiller, then slowly reel up waiting for a fish to bite.
owner of the Mijoy 747, a deep sea fishing Suddenly the line will tighten. The blue is a
boat that sails out of Waterford. Anyone in strong vigorous fish; "You know when
the mood to challenge a bluefish can go you've got it on the line, and you know when
aboard to test one's skill in the waters off you boat it," she said.
Fisher's Island.
It is important to bring the fish just to just
Schiller relies upon her "very capable and below the surface, not up above the water or
able Captain Paul Brocket," who began it will escape, Schiller explained. "Then
working on the Mijoy as a deckhand when he holler for a mate to gaffe the fish," she said.
was sixteen. "He is now my son-in- law and The male pierces the fish with a large hook,
father of my grandchildren,"
Schiller
pulls it on board and can even gut, clean and
laughed.
filet it.
It is easy to go fishing on the Mijoy, she
On the dock Schiller showed me boxes of
said, just show up at the dock wearing old blues' carcasses, piles of heads, tails arid
clothes and buy a ticket The boat, with a bones. These remainders are given to
capacity of one hundred people, makes trips lobstennen for use as bait. "Nothing is
until December. They used to be open all wasted," Schiller emphasized.
year, she explained, when the "old time
Somewhere off on the Sound, the Mijoy is
fishermen" were alive and demanded to fish heading back to port. It is momentarily quiet
daily, even in the harshest weather.
before the boat returns, a lull in a hardworking
The blues live where the tides meet the schedule. New people discover the Mijoy
Atlantic currents. When the radar picks up every day and become regulars Schiller said,
fish, the captain turns off the motor and the "It's the same New England; it doesn't
boat drifts over the school. The rods are change much."
handed out and the fishing begins. "It's a
by Randall Lucas
The College Voice

We're Ready For
The New LSAI
Are You?

'7

'~!

Eugene O'Neill was not enthusiastic about
New London, although New London is quite
enthralled with O'Neill. The city knows a
tourist trap when it seesone, and has made
the most of its world-famous, Nobel and
Pulitzer Prize winning former resident.
After coming off Route 95, the road immediately becomes the Eugene O'Neill Drive.
It was formerly called Main Street but the
city changed the name in the mid- '70s over:
ruling the objections of the late former
Mayor Tom Griffin.
Griffin said, "O'Neill never did nothing
for New London .. ." Although the only
thing that O'Neill did for New London was
to lake up a residence there. it was more than
enough.
O'Neill's theatrical genius has placed him
among the ranks of Chekov, Ibsen and
Shaw.
Monte Cristo, the O'Neill family's summer home, located at 325 Pequot Avenue,
has been preserved and is open to the public.
A donation of three dollars is graciously
accepted by a docent who will conduct you to
the "dark parlor," O'Neill's least favorite
room. There is a video about the writer which
describes O'Neill's family life. It relates a
sad story of drunkenness, drug addiction and
despair.
The house itself is dark and oppressing.
With a little imagination one can sense the
presence of O'Neill's morphine-addicted
mother.
New London's most recent tribute to Eugene O'Neill is a statue of him as a young boy
reading. It overlooks the harbor, which is
quite appropriate because it was the water
and the mist and the sea captians which
inspired him. He was a shipman in the
merchant marines and wrote six plays about
the sea.
Edmund, in O'Neill's autobiographical
play, Long Day's Journey into Night sums
up the author's sentiments about his birth-
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Counselors refer
cases off-campus
Cominuedfromp.l

i

toward less affluent or less therapeutically aware students ... "
The Committee also acknowledged, "It is a high risk we take in
not having sufficient resources to
respond to suicidal thoughts, gestures or attempts,"
In a comparison of reference
group
colleges,
Connecticut
College's
staffing
levels was
ranked approximately at midpoint.
Since this report, one full-time staff
member has been hired.
Dr. Richard Slimak, psychiatrist
at the Coast Guard Academy and
co-editor of ColIege Student Suicide, said of the 30-40 percent of
college-aged
students who talk
about suicide, S-15 percent are serious.
With limited resources, said
Slimak, an institution could benefit
from raising educated awareness
among the community members.
At the Coast Guard Academy, all
"They want to be sure what they're
second year cadets receive 2-3
doing will make a difference," said
hours of training in suicide preLoomis.
vention and are expected to inform
seling
Service
Review
Committee
If the college is awarded the
officials of concerns about any
building, the extra space created in states, "[A] major area for concern
in the evaluation process for refer ~ other cadet.
Bill Hall and the Hale Laboratory
At Connecticut College, students
will be distributed according to ral [is] suicide. Depending on either
the severity of symptoms or the considering suicide or exhibiting
need. The psychology department
physical signs of anempted suicide
Counseling Service staffing level,
and computer department are two
are often referred to Counseling
the service may not be able to help
eligible candidates for the space.
Services by students, housefellows
the student adequately."
There are three possible outStudents referred off campus are
or deans.
comes from the application proRobert Hampton, dean of the colcess. The Olin Foundation can ei- covered by Student Health Insurance at a rate of$20 for the first ten lege, said, "It is fair to say that at
ther ask the college to apply again,
deny the application, or accept it appointment Further costs must be least 2-3 students come to my attention each semester as displaying
paid by the student or through famand fund the building. Connecticut
ily health insurance packages, a some of the signs."
College has applied twice beofre.
Both Hampton and Hesslein
option which requires that students
Loomis
acknowledged,
"The
pointed out that forced referral of
notify their parents about their
chances of getting funded are slim.
students at risk for suicide is not
therapy.
There have been schools who have
always
successful. "Forcing a stuWhile
social
service
agencies
ofbeen funded after applying for two
dent
to
come to Counseling Serfer
sliding
fees,
there
are
few
in
this
years, but that is very rare."
vices
is
in some ways self -defeatarea,
said
Hesslein.
In
addition,
Loomis made a presentation
ing,"
said
Hesslein.
most
private
clinicians
are
beyond
about the college's application for .
In
immediate
crisis situations,
walking
distance
and
direct
public
the Olin Foundation's building to
however,
the
administration
has
transportation
is
not
available.
the Assembly on Thursday.
developed a protocol for emerTheCommiUee's 1989-1990reAccording to a press release,
gency intervention, said Hampton.
port voiced problems with the lack
"[The college] is making this apDuring any attempt, the Student
plication public now in order to of more inclusive campus treatment "We feel that our referral of Life administrator on call is conallow the entire college community
tacted, often by the housefellow,
to engage in complete discussion of students to private therapists in the
who receives training during leadcommunity
may
be
discriminatory
the proposed building."
ership orientation,
or Campus
Safety, In addition, Hampton said
he is "notified within moments of
an attempt."
Stuart Angell, director of Carnpus Safety, said officers do not receive psychological training.
"All we do is stabilize the situation [until an administrator
arrives]," he added.
Despite continuing
economic/
pressures, Hesslein has seen improvement in Counseling Services.
"As a Student Life staff we are
much better in communicating and
working with each other than we
have been," she said. ''Even in our
deficiencies,l feel we have a safety
net that is working well."
Counseling
Services is open
weekdays from 9-5. In a survey of
students conducted by the Review
Committee, 66 percent of the respondents said at least one of their
..-:,- ..-- ..
friends has made use of services.

!I~:::;:;~::J~;~EB~N~L..i==§I~~~=~l::)~~~M~O"~m§'§"~'§"~N~",=·::J==="::'::'
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Architect's sketch of the proposed Olin science building.

College asks for Olin building

Application indicates renewed push for sciences
by Lee Berendsen
The College Voice

Although Connecticut College
has traditionally been strongest in
the humanities, the possible addition of a new science building next
spring marks a push for strengthening sciences at the college.
Connecticut College is one of
sixty applicants to the Olin Foundation requesting

funding for a new

building. The Olin Foundation will
donate two buildings worth an estimated six million dollars to the
two applicants who show the most
need and who present the best proposal along with a floor plan.
The college's application for the
grant proposes to place the building
between Hale Laboratory and the
gatehouse, and includes lecture
halls, computer centers, a lounge,
library; research labs, and an observatory on the roof.
Steve Loomis, associate dean of

faculty, explained that the addition
of new, modem facilities is directed
towards attracting a more diverse
student body academically
and
quality faculty in the sciences. "We

want to increase our interaction
with other students and faculty. We
see the Olin Science building doing
that," said Loomis.
Loomis stressed that the best liberal arts colleges have balanced
programs, and a science building
will enhance the college's standing
with peer institutions. "We feel [the
science building] will attract more
science majors."
Loomis pointed out that "[The
new building] increases the number
of classrooms available, and it adds
a large ISO seat auditorium which
could be used by the campus. "
The building proposal is due on
October 31, and in February teams
will be sent by the Olin Foundation
to survey the few possible candidates remaining for the award.
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Referral to local agencies and
private treatment firms is not uncommon at Connecticut College,
said Laura Hesslein, director of
Counseling Services.
Counseling Services provides
once a week individual appointments for students on a short-term
treatment schedule of sixteen sessions. All on campus counseling is
free of charge.
Hesslein said that depending on
the complexity of a situation, SUldents may not benefit from the
college's short-term treatment,
"A few months of treatment may
not be very helpful [in these cases]
because it is just the beginning,"
she said.
Responding
to staffing constraints and a jammed waiting list
the college reverted to the "controversial" short-term treatment
model and cut appointment availability to once a week in 1985.
A report compiled by the Coun-

I:
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Budget steams toward
dorm votes of approval
computer," said Berman.
Soteropoulos responded, "AJI clubs are
in the yearbook," Soteropoulos said.
She explained the recommendation, say- responsible for their Connecticut College
ing that Koine has been fiscally irrespon- bills ... They were expected to keep track of
sible. "Tradiuonally, Koine has gone thou- their C.C. bills and they did not. They are
sands of dollars in debt, and this is something therefore in debt," she said, "The Voice is in
no way being singled out. This is something
that we all end up paying for," she said.
The committee expects that the fee for that affects all clubs."
The issue of computers for publications
senior photos could offset a debt without an
increase in prices for students in other also became a point of contention this week.
The budget includes a new computer and
classes. "Seniors get more attention in the
laser printer for Blats.
yearbook," Soteropoulos said.
There are now two computers in the Publi- ~
Matt Coen, '92, house senator of
Windham, expressed coneern that not all cations Office, after the Assembly's vote two ~
seniors would opt 10 appear in the yearbook weeks ago to allot the repossessed Voice ~
computer to all clubs.
<::
if a fee was attached.
Vin Candelora, '92, presidential associate, §
Other members of the Assembly argued
that seniors should not be the only class to believes that the two available computers 'jj
::;;
pay more, and the present senior class should should be enough for Blats.
According to Jeanette McCulloch, '92, co- <ii ===
not be burdened by Koine's past fiscal irreeditor of Blats and house senator of Abbey,
Jackie Soteropoulos, '92, :vicepresident of SGA, defended the budget.
sponsibility.
Blats does need a computer independently.
questioned by some Assembly members.
definitely necessary."
WCN! disputed the Finance Committee's
Soteropoulos added that the two compuiSean Spicer, '93, house senator of
Spicer also questioned
the Finance
allocation because it was based on the
Harkness, said, "You're cutting $13,000 out Committee's ability to set aside such an
station's May 15 balance. This budget allots ers were for use by all clubs and organizaof other people's budgets. Everybody re- amount, without it being allocated to a club.
$2,814.38 and allows the organization to tions, in addition to future publications.
The Finance Committee also established a quested more than they got."
Soteropoulos said, "We're basically savcarry over their balance, totaling their workspecial fund for club technology to include a
Soteropoulos said that funds were allo- ing it for a special event. It is in the "C"-Book
ing budget at $7,155.00.
cated to clubs first, and the $13,155.74 was for us to set aside money for a special event."
According to Rick Wrigley, general man- monitor and laser printer in the Publications
Office.
left over. She said that the Large Band Event
The creation of a student government
ager, the summer's expenses brought
In the establishment of another special Fund is not talcing money from the budgets of committee within the budget was questioned.
WCN!'s balance down considerably.
Candelora said that the budget needs simple
"The balance now is about $2,200. It is not fund, the Finance Committee set aside other clubs.
Nat Damon, '93, house senator of Park and majority to pass, but the establishment of a
$4,500 as you had thought when you made $13,155.74 for a Large Band Event Fund.
your allocation," said Steve Keefe, chief op- The budget creates a student committee to member of the finance committee, emphanew SGA committee requires a 2/3 approval.
erator of WCN!, "We do not have enough plan big-name concerts on campus.
sized, "We went through every club budget
While some Assembly members disagreed
money allocated right now in combination
The allocation and committee were both and gave them what we honestly felt was with individual parts of the budget, the budwith our existing budget and projected fundget as a whole earned nine more affirmative
raising to cover all of the authorized or apvotes than negative.
1991-1992 BUDGET AT A GLANCE
proved expenses."
"The budget is a packet, and you have to
Wrigley said, "We don't have enough to
look at it as a whole," said Soteropoulos.
pay ournonnal bills until our April marathon
Before the vote, Cristo Garcia, '92, house
... It was our understanding that we could not
senator
of lA, urged the Assembly not to
$252.50
$252.50
run a negative balance."
ignore their contentions with the budget.
According to Soteropoulos, WCN! has the
"If there is something that you have a
7 99.25
option of going into debt now, as long as the
Classes
problem with,! urge you to vote against the
Junior Clas.s
$4 008.22
debt is made up through fundraising in the
budget," Garcia said.
spring. She said that some organizations are
After the budget has been posted in the
Senior Dinner
$1650.00
allowed, or even expected, to deficit spend.
dorms for one week, mandatory donn meetThe College Voice Publishing Group
ings will be held in order for the campus to
raised the issue of incenti ves for fundraising
ratify the budget.
at the Assembly meeting.
Jeffrey Berman, '93, publisher of The
College Voice and Voice Magazine, said,
ROLL CALL VOTE
"We have a commitment this year to raise
aImostS8,000 more than we intended to raise
last year. Our total working budget based on
that commitment and what the Finance ComClass of 1992
No
Class ofl993
Yes
mittee decided to give us is only a $4,000
Class of 1994
No
increase."
Yes
Class of 1995
''The Voice is being allowed to spend one
Yes
Abbey
out of every two additional dollars that we're
Yes
Jane Addams
Yes
Blackstone
fundraising,' he said, "Where's the incentive
No
Katherine Blunt
to fundraise moll'?"
Yes
Branford
The Voice budget outlines plans to signifiBurdick (absent)
cantly increase fundraising and produce an
No
Earth House
Yes
Freeman
additional issue of Voice Magazine this year.
Yes
Hamilton
Soteropoulos said the committee's deci- ~
No
Harkness
sion to allocate funding for a seventh edition e
No
Knowlton
of the magazine rewards fundraising efforts. ~
Yes
Lambdin
Yes
Larrabee
Soteropoulos said, "Because the Voice 'E
Yes
Marshall
plans to raise so much more, on paper what it ~
~
No
Morrlsson
looks like we gave them is less, but when you ..t!
Yes
Park
add the two together, they have a substan- ~
No
Plant
Yes
tiall Y larger working budget. That is their ~
Smith
.§tudents for Peace
Yes
Unity
reward for fundraising."
.l;No
Windham
Publications Blats
In addition, the Finance Committee penal$7.569.75
Yes
Wright
ized the Voice for the negative $451.09 bal- .;,
Yes
J·Board chair
~~~~~
S'
Koine
$10,029.75
$10.029.75.
Yes
ance. The deficit was created when the orga- •
Chair of academic affairs
Yes
Vice president
nization purchased a new computer based on
Voice
$I942t.Ot
No
SAC chair
SGA •
__
......
an incorrect positive balanee given to them •
Yes
Public relations director
by Mark Hoffman.
;::
Sporn
•
.£;>
"We did get what we assumed to bea final
The budget requires a simpk I1UJjorityto pass. The
Tecbnology
Assembly does not have line item veto power, tJnd no
balance, and then we made a decision to
amendments are allowed.
spend the money that was left over on a D
The College Voice
October 22, 1991 Page 8
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Administrators clarify financial
aid process and judgements
Officials justify allocations for upperclass students
tained for all students on financial dollars.
aid, and that the financial aid staff is
Claire Matthews,dean of Admisalways willing to go over students'
sions and Planning, believes there
"Shafted." It's a word you might records with them.
are further dimensions to the probhave heard upperclass students use
"We'll take a look at their files," lem.
when they return to campus each Solinga said. "Maybe there is
At Connecticut College, students
year and discover that their total
something we missed."
are awarded enough aid to make up
financial aid award is a little smaller
Another part of the problem,
the difference
between their
-or a lotsmaller-than
it was the Solinga said, is that as students family's ability to pay, as determove through their college years, mined from information on the
year before.
Often, students suspect that they they are asked to take on more FAF, and the cost of the college.
were awarded a generous aid
"self-help" aid. A total financial aid
One of the misunderstandings, '"
package in their first year to lure package is made up of "gift aid," Matthews said, is that students and 0
them to the college. Now that
which includes scholarships and their families often believe that if ~
they're here, they assume, the colgrants, and "self-help" aid, which their earners' salaries have re- 8
.
0
consists of loans and work-study mamed the same, their ability to ]
lege can spend less on them.
pay is also the same. Matthews said" L::"--_"-Officials in the college's finan- jobs.
Robert Proctor, director of CISLA
cial aid department are working to
The financial aid office is work- this is not usually the case.
ing on a "Fact Sheet on Financial
dispel those myths and educate
"There are a variety of reasons
Aid," which will help explain to that a family'sability to pay goes up
students and parents about the
students why they are requested to apart from income," she said,
college's financial aid policy.
work more hours and take on more "They may have fewer kids in colThe total annount of a student's
lege, debts that have been paid, inloan debts.
financial aid award is determined
A draft of the fact sheet states. vestments that have yielded a
each year by the application of a
"We have increased the 'self-help'
formula which takes four main
profit, added to all the vagaries of
portion of our financial aid awards . income tax:' Matthews said.
criteria into account, said Elaine
by Christine Alfano
"I can certainly understand how a
so that we can afford to maintain
Solinga, director of financial aid.
The College Voice
our, need-blind admission policy .Jamily would feel that their ability
Those criteria are family income,
The Progrann Council of the Cen[admitting freshmen on their merits to pay did not increase. But if you
family size, the value of a family's
ter for International Studies and the
regardless of their need and then take it case by case, it's all docuassets, and the number of children
Liberal Arts met Friday, October
giving financial aid to those who mented in the folder," she added.
in college.
1810 discuss options for increasing
"The problem
comes
in the
"If there's a change in anyone of need it as long as they need it.]",
the program's endowmcnt, and W
The fact shect states that the fi- family's understanding of how
those determinants in anyone year.
listen to students relate their innancial aid budget has been out- their ability to pay is detennined on
the student's aid will increase or
ternship
experiences.
a
year-by-year
basis."
pacing other college expenditures.
deerease accordingly," Solinga
According
to Robert Proctor, diThe
problem
of
feeling
'shafted'
said. "Decreases in aid are a func- "The financial aid budget [$7 milrector
of
CIS
LA, the center has
does
have
roots
in
confusion
and
lion
this
year]
has
been
the
fastesttion of something that has changed
raised
over
one
million dollars on
misconception.
In
recent
years,
th
growing
part
of
the
college
budget
in the family."
income
endowments.
the
strongest
force
in
the
world
of
in
recent
years,"
it
reads.
Solinga believes that problems
The most outstanding of these is
"We only have so much money in financial aid has been the economy
and misconceptions arise when
from
the Henry Lucc Foundation,
our budget," Solinga said. "We itself. There are more students who
studentscompare their experiences
which
provided $500,000 over a
need aid, and fewer aid dollars
knew the recession would cause
with one another without knowing
period
of
four years, 1988-1992.
available.
The
disparity
translates
what circumstances affected their problems for families, and that
In
addition,
large endowments
into
a
greater
burden
for
students,
we'd have to spread that aid around
aid awards.
are
provided
by
the Williann and
families,
and
colleges
alike,
and
"We ask students to come in, so the total population."
Flora
Hewlitt
Foundation,
and the
there
are
no
easy
explanations.
Having students lake on more
we can explain things to them,"
Dana
Foundation.
self-help aid was seen as a way to
Solinga said.
Because this is thc last year the
stretch the college's thinning aid
Solinga said that files are maincenter will be receiving monies
from the Luce Foundation, the
council-is focusing on the need lO
make up this difference by utilizing
The'siudentactivities budget was passed by the Assembly by a vote of 19-10. The budget
all possible resources.
now moves on to the dormitories for the final vote.
Claire Gaudiani,' 66, president of
ne'Assembly vote was delayed one week because of a misinterpretation of a "C"-Book
the college, expressed her interest
requirement, The rule stipulates the public release of the written minutes of the budget
in seeing the endowment grow. She
hearings to be made one week prior to the Assembly vote [See story p. I].
said that now is the perfect time to
'Steve Loomis, associate dean of the faculty, presented the college's proposal for a new
start bringing in large gifts due to
'science building to the Assembly. If selected for a grant from the Olin Foundation, the new
center will be constructed between Hale laboratory and the Campus Safety guardhouse [See
by Michelle Moon
The College Voice
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CISLA discusses
plans for the future

story p; 7J.
A letter to the administration, sponsored by Ratiya Ruangsuwana, '93, chair of academie
affairs, was approved by the Assembly 29-41.
The letter called for student representation on the committee which selects the faculty
proposals to be funded by the MIMIC grants.
The constitution of the Connecticut of Rainforests Action Group, a group dedicated to
increasing local understanding of the plight of the world's rainforests, was approved 24-5.
The Assembly passed the constitution of the College Democrats, 2S--1.The group plans to
sponsor activities that address the ideals and goals of the Democratic Party.
Adam Green, '93, a member of AACP, announced that the committee had approved
including first semester freshmen grades in calculating Latin Honors. The proposal will be
shown to various committees before coming before the Student Government Association.
Sarah Sutro, '94, sophomore class president, said the class will sponsor a Turkey Trot, a fun
runfor the college community to raise money for a scholarship to be presented to a graduating
New London High School senior.
Assembly meetings are held Thursday nights at 6:45p.m. in Ernst Common Room, unless
otherwise advertised. Ail students are welcome. Contact your house senator or class president
for more information.

the fact that concrete proof of the
benefits of the program can be
provided.
"I didn't want to approach
someone with a dream, 1 wanted \0
bring them a reality:' she said, explaining why she was reluctant \0
ask for tnts kind of money in the
«The center is doing ground-

past

breaking

work in rcorganizing

the

relationship between liberal arts
and the global environment,"
Gaudiani said.
Chris Cory, director of College
Relations, feels that the center does
much to raise the profile of Connecticut College, and is interested
in increasing communications between the center and the outside
community.
"Education
has
evolved tomcet international needs
... This is the type of achievement
we can interest national media in,"
Cory stated.
The council members also heard
student participants in the program
discuss their internships.
Theintemships provide students
with original work opportunities in
a foreign environment, putting their
language skills to practical use and
preparing them for senior research
projects.

Board grants Voice
access to computer

The Publications Board voted
unanimously this past week [0 allow The College Voice Publishing
Group to put the second elubs and
organizations computer in itsoffice
on weekends when other publicalions arc not in production.
This decision will give the Voice
exclusive access to the computer
approximately three out of every
four weekends the newspaper
publishes.
Jeffrey Berman, '93, publisher of
the organization, stated/'This will
help, but we still lag far behind our
need. Hopefully, more assistance
will be forthcoming."
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FARJ'fS

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Lessons and Winter Boarding Now Available
Our clean, modern barn is ready to safely
accommodate your horse. We feature:
• 21 spacious box stalls
• Safe, clean, indoor arena
• Friendly, experienced, on-site staff
Stone1edgeFarms
91 Wlntechog Hill Road
N. StOnlngton, CT 06359
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Joanne Colson
Owner/Manager
(203) 535-0585

NEWS
Police arrest student for
assault ofcampus officers
lege. said the matter of the incident beyond
the arrest and subsequent charges is being
handled by college deans.

by Rebecca Flynn
Assodate News Editor

Noel Sloboda,

'95. was scheduled to ap16 on charges of
third degree assault of a Campus Safety officer. breach of peace, and resisting arrest,
The arrest was made by Patrolman Daniel
TalbotoftheNew
London PoliceDepartmcnt
on October 4 at 12:22 a.m. following a failed
attempt by three Connecticut College Campus Safely officers to bring Sloboda into the
infimary.

Robert Hampton, dean of the college. said
that "If one is involved in an assault those are
all grounds for suspension." Hampton added
Lhat in an incident in which a student is in
danger to himself or others. that student
would generally be removed from campus
for some period of time.
"The administration has a responsibility to
make a decision about whether that student.
or a student. should be allowed to remain,'
said Hampton.

pear in court on October

~~~~;:::-;::=-::~=::::;-;=:~~---:---====~~-=-J
The 1989 rugby team was banned from play for a semester

Rugby team faces administrative decision
Continued/romp. 1

simulated,"

Hoffman would not speculate on whether
the administration
would take any action
against the team.

The song made derogatory references to
women, and "the ceremony involved a big
doll or model on which sexual acts were

KEG BEER SPECIAL
·1/4 KEG Milwaukee's

Best

$19.99

CASE BEER SALE
12

oz. Can Suitcases

The song. along with a letter of protest.
appeared on the editorial page of The College
Voice on May 9. 1989. The administration
responded to the offensive nature of the incident by suspending the rugby club from playing for the fall 1989 semester.
Whynou said that he had heard about the
1989 incident. but that it occurred before he
became a team member.
"There's no more of that. I'm not a fan of
it." he said. "I assume if something like the

past incident happened again, they'd view it
more seriously. But this is nothing like that."

1/2 CASE BEER SALE

BAR BOTTLE CASES

-Sharp's
·Carlin9···········
·0'00UI5
·Kingsbury
·Claustehaler

$3.99
···.$2.49
$3.99
$2.89
$4.99

IMPORTED 6pk SALE

24 12oz. cans
·Pepsi
-Diet Pepsi.
·7-UP
-Dr. Pepper.

$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99

6 PACK SODA

24 12oz. Bottles
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99

6 pk cans & bottles

CASE SODA
-Hamm's Draft (cans) ..$4.59
'Glacier Bay
$5.99
·0'Keefe
$7.99
·Miller & Miller Lits
$6.99
.MillerGenuine Oraft $6.99
'Molson Golden
$B.69
·Rolling Rock
$7.99
'Olympia (cans)
$4.95
·Natural Light (cans)
$4.59

Be51...

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER

12·PK 12 oz. bottles

-Nanrral Lighl
$8.99
'Hamm'sGenuine Draft ..$7.99
'Milwaukee's Best
$8.99
·SChaeffer
$8.99
·Miller&MillerUe
$13.99
·Bud & Bud light
$13.99
'Coors, light & GoId
$13.99
'MillerGenuine Oraft
$13.99
-Busch &Busch lighl... ..$1 0.99
'Piel5 & Oraft
$8.99

·PieI50rall...
'Milwaukee's
·Schmidls

said.

added. ''There were people on the team who
were not involved in any way."

GRAND SPIRITS
REMINDS YOU TO
PLEASE DRINK
RESPONSIBL Y

-Beck's (cans)
$4.99
·51. Pauli Girl (cans)
$4.99
·Corona& Light(bonle5) ..$4.99
oGrolsch (cans)
$3.99

·Coke
-Diet COke

Hampton

$1.99
$1.99

Angell explained. Angell refused to release
the officers' names.
The officer who was kicked was taken to a
hospital to be treated and has been released.
The condition of the officer is now good.
The officer who was bitten received a Letanus shot and was treated at the infirmary. The
third officer required no medical attention.
Sloboda was taken to the New London
police station following the arrest and held
there. His bail was set at $1,000. according to
the New London arrest log.
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of thc col-

Sloboda has not been residing at the college since the incident. He dcc\incdcommcnl
when reached at his home in Andover, MA.

Dves launches
"Semper Arnati" is Latin for "always
loved." Its namesake, a new program initiated last year by OVCS. is designed 10 help
socially and cmotionalfy maladjusted children who attend Nathan Hale School in New
London.
Connecticut College students volunteer as
tutors to the children one day a week for two
hours. Each tutor deals with groups of kids
and one particular student. This method is
intended to provide the tutees with a sense of
consistency and security.
According to Sal Mcnzo '93, co-coordinator, the program has been very successful. In
fact.hereceivcd aphonc call from the head of
the special education department of New
London.
He said, "Shewas impresscdand wanted to
coordinate the program throughout the New
London school system."
Menzo is currently planning an extension

on the spe-

Sloboda's case will not be appearing before the Judiciary Board. Molly Embree, '93,
chair of the f-Board.said "[TheJ-Board]
had
nothing to do with [the case]. It never carne to
us nor was it appropriate that it should."
Vin Candelora, '92, assistant to the JBoard chair, explained that in an incident
where a student is a danger to keep on campus, that incident would be immediately
taken over by the administrators on call.
Candclora said the reason for this is expedient resolution of the situation. ''The way
the Board runs. our cases take at least a week
and a half," he said.

"One was kicked in the face and one was bit,"

by Heather D'Aurla
The College Voice

would not comment

cific case.

Said Angell, "He was totally out of control." Of the three Campus Safely officers

"It wasn't the whole team:' Maggiore

Catherine Woodllrooks,
dean of Student
Life, said that she had "heard something
about it." hut she added that she had not yet
met with team members.
According to John Maggiore. '91. former
SGA president. the Rugby team encountered
administrative action in 1989 whcn a group
of students discovered the words to a song
"that appeared to be part of some initiation
rite for the new members."

Maggiore

According to Stuart Angell. director of
Campus Safety. Campus Safely officers
were called beeause "[Sloboda] had a mcdical emergency."

new program

of the program.
"We want to expand, but we can't until we
have more mentors,' he said.
Menzo added, "The teachers are just
amazed with the Conn Colfege students."
Also. the Child Developmcnt and Education
Departrnentsoncampus
have been very helpful. added Menzo.
Last year. the program sponsored a field
trip for the kids to Mystic. Menzo said this
was important since most of the children are
usually not allowed to go on field trips because of their behavioral problems.
Mcnzo said, "The field trip was so welf
received. The kids were so appreciative."
Menzo says that Connecticut College students are needed as tutors or simply to assist
on trips such as ventures to the Arboretum.
Betsy Joseph, ·93.oneofthc
participants in
the program, said,"The program is wonderful. The kids need people therc who care. The
program brings you back to reality. It also
helps the New London school a lot. It has
been a wonderful experience for me."

PLUS 100's OF LIQUOR AND WINE
SPECIALS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

a
semester or year of academic study for juniors
and seniors. Students study in small seminars and

r

tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian
institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du I.ouvre,
and the Insrirur d'Erudes Politiques.
For information and an application, contact:
ORAND SPIRIT SHOP

ORAND 5P.I"

931 POQUONNOCK RD.
(NEXT TO TJ MAX)
GROTON SHOPPERS MART

GROTON SQUARE RT. 12
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

SHOP II

r=1
._~

Sarah Lawrence College Academic
Box CCP
Bronxville, New York 10708

Year in Paris
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Video dissipates
the darkness of
Closet Land
where it counts, are her only hope
of hanging onto sanity. It almost
turns into a waiting game, to see
who
can hold out the longest, and
If you can't wait until winter to
feel a cold that stills your soul, rent eventually, one does overcome the
a copy of Closet Land, an hour and other. But, I can't tell you who.
a half, two-character venture into That would n~in the movie now,
wouldn't it?
the world of harsh political
Both actors portrayed their
oppression. Directed by Radha
respective
characters
conBharadwaj and starring Alan
vincingly.
But even as Stowe
Rickman and Madeleine Stowe,
Closet Land places a young writer admirably held onto sanity, I was
one of
in a world of hopelessness and drawn into another
masterful
acting
imprisonment, and lets her find her Rickman's
performances
as
the
had
guy.
For
way out through the power of
those of you who don't know him
imagination. As far as movies go,
by narne, he was first glimpsed on
this one is an extremely unsettling
the silver screen as the well
one.
dressed, European pseudo-terrorist
Madeleine Stowe is the Woman,
dragged out of bed in the middle of leader Hans Gruber in Die Hard.
the night and imprisoned in a single This role put Rickman on the map
for movies. He had long been an
room with the Man (Alan
Rickman), who accuses her of actor for the Royal Shakespeare
writing a children's story that Company, where he originated the
promotes subversion. Her denial role of the Vicomte de Valmont in
Les Liaisons Dangereuses, later
and resistance escalates the Man's
words into action in the form of played by John Malkovich in the
both mental and physical torture. film Dangerous Liaisons. His evil
She is confused, stripped down to characters can also have a not-sounderwear,
degregated and arched eyebrow, as anyone who
humiliated by unseen voices, tied has seen Robin Hood:Prince of
up and blindfolded by the man, Thieves can tell you. Rickman all
who begins by banging his hands but' stole the show as the
against her ears, and goes as far as delightfully wicked Sheriff of
Nottingham. For those who wish to
pulling out her toenails.
"We must break your body to see Rickman in a gentler light, he
plays the perfect gentleman in The
win your mind." This is the Man's
January Man. as well as a
policy, his never-ending, often
repeated sentence to explain what is troublesome but well-meaning,
happening to the Woman. "Re- ghost in Truly. Madly, Deeply.
So grab a chair and a significant
sistance is foolish, which is why we
between
must break your body to win your other, or if you're
significant
others, a snuggly
mind." To combat this, the Woman
stuffed animal. Closet Land may
retreats into her own thoughts.
These thoughts, represented as present a cold image of a harsh
cartoon
illustrations
of the reality, but it will bum hot in your
characters from her books, with mind long after its visual impact
exception of a well-placed kick has gone.
by Carli Schultz
The College Voice

Storytelling reminds adults of
Wild Things and Cinderella
how to be grown ups, but this
presentation turns the tables and
leaches adults how to be children
Do you remember a time in your again. These lessons, interspersed
life when your greatest worries throughout
the presentation,
were the monsters that lived under include instructions on the proper
the bed, rather than losing a job or way to play, behave in class, ride in
establishing good credit? A time the car with your sister, and eat
when all that really mattered was animal crackers-things that grown
your best friend, freeze tag,
ups may have forgotten how to do.
bedtime stories, and recess, when
The performers wove their way
make believe was real, and the truth with ease and versatility through
was what you believed, not what the pieces, one moment performing
you could see. For those who had a hilariously irreverent rendition of
forgotten,
Theater
One's
Cinderella, and the next giving a
presentation of "Monster In The serious, thoughtful commentary on
Closet," held in Conn Cave on the effects of television on a child's
October 19, provided a humorous,
mind, adapted from Roald Dahl's
sometimes poignant, reminder.
Charlie
and the Chocolate
"The idea," explained creator
Factory. With "how to" lessons
Debbie McMahon, '93, "is to they drew laughs of recognition
remind older people of the things in from members of the audience.
childhood
they've
forgotten
who recalled fighting over the front
about." The presentation consisted seat of the car, whispering behind
of a series of short clips from the teacher's back, and always
popular children's
literature,
eating the head on the animal
ranging from Shel Silverstein's
cracker first.
Where The Sidewalk Ends to
"We were very happy with how
Maurice Sendak's Where The Wild the performance
went," said'
Things Are, that recall the McMahon, although neither ~he
adventures and dreams most every nor the other performers had
child experiences. It also includes anticipated the overwhelmingly
"how to" lessons. Children'§pehd
enthusiastic response from the
much of their time being taught audience. This response has caused
by Krls Anderson
Arts and Entertainment Editor

DID YOU KNOW ...
that Goldy'. serves bre8ktast
, dally until 4:00 pm?

NOW YOU KNOW!
Any more questions?
CaJI442·7146
.556 ColrNln Sl ..... London

Dally Brukfa81 SpeculI: 2 Eggs. Toast & Coffee for $1.50
(Wrth Ham, Sausage or Bacon, $2.25)

them to consider running the
production
again during the
weekend of November 6, for those
who did not have the opportunity to
auend the last performance. And
despite the fact that "Monster In
The Closet" has been billed as
"children's
material
for big
people," the performers have been
urged by many adults to present it to
school-children as well.
In these hectic days of deadlines,
bills, meetings, and relationships,
it is easy to forget all the things we
learned as children. But with a
wonderful blend of humor and
irony, "Monster In The Closet"
reminds us off all the joys grown
ups miss out on when they give up
their childhood.
Peter Pan would be very proud.
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Tune Up
Your Taste
Buds

& CATERING SERVICES

MONDAY: Monday Nite
Footbail - drink specials!
TUESDAY: Reggae Night
featuring Inner Circle.
WEDNESDAY:
Nu-Wave
Nite with WCNi DJ Kathy A.
TH URSDA Y: Meta! Nite
featuring Wild Child,
FRIDAY: Rock & Roll with
Dash Rip Rock & Hot Box,
SATURDAY: Japan's #1
Rock Band. The Blue
Hearts. with Bang Ufof!
Plan ahead for the
HALLOWEEN BASH. OCT 31.
with BLUE OYSTER CULT

4 Pearl St. • Mystic, CT O{»355 • 203-536-1244
300 Captain's Walk. New london. CT 06320 • 203-444-0504
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SPORTS
-Women's crew closes 'best season yet'
The Connecticut College women's crew had a strong fall showing. In the meets
this season, the Camels' times have been very competitive. A senior eight
~ represented Conn at the Head of the Charles this weekend. With two eight's of
~ novices and three boats of experienced rowers, the Camels should be strong.
.
"This IS definitely our best season yet," said junior Tara Rayder.

-:3>

;l)

~ Men row well at Head of the Connecticut
~

If the fall season is a good judge of the upeoming spring season, Connecticut
College men's crew should be hard to beat, Their showing was strong at the Head
of the Textile and they were the first non-Ivy League team to finish the Head of
the Connecticut this year and competed at the Head of the Charles.

Volleyball falls to Clark 3-1
~::::-'"

-:3>

After a strong outing against Clark on Thursday, the women's volleyball team
crumbled ina tough 3-1 loss at the hands of Wheaton College. "We played great
the first game," said Aimee Beauchamp, '93, "but then they just took over." The
Camels are now 8-12 on the season with two games remaining with the Coast
Guard Academy and Western Connectieut University.

Women Sailors dominate regatta

;3> This weekend the women's sailing team won a regatta in Branford, cr hosted
.;3> by Yale University. Carolyn Ulander, '92, with Liz Verney, '94, won the A
division while Ann Renzy, '94, and Elizabeth Murtha, '95, finished third in the
B division for a flrst plaee finish overall. The Camels won by over 30 points.

Tennis finishes at 8-3
The women's tennis team won all three matches played the week before fall
break. They beat Mount Holyoke 6-3, Fairfield 5-4, and Wesleyan 6-3. In the
game against Fairfield, the teams were tied 3-3 after the singles. The Camels
swept the three doubles matehes. The New England Championships
were
played October 18-20. "Last year we didn't do SO well. We're hoping to do
much better," said co-captain Carter Laprade, '92.

BUY FROM
YOUR CAMPUS
AND GET THE
BEST VALUE
FOR LESS!

REP

Wuyke and Correa
sprint towards 1992
summer Olympics
by Dobby Gibson
Assodate Sports Editor

Men's track Coach William Wuyke and
runner Gustavo Correa, '94. are two athletes
from Conn well on their way to qualification
for the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona,
Spain. Their event is thc800 meters, an event
which like most other Olympic events takes
years

The first in 8 twopart series that
looks at Olympic
athletes at Conn.

of

preparation.

library until twelve or one every night, then
up at five to train. Ihad to bum my ass to be
wherc I am," Wuyke says.
Wuyke's success boosted him into the top
ten ranked 800 meter runners in the world.
He went into the 1987 World Championships
in Italy as the favorite, but didn't win. ''That
was not my day," Wuyke reflects,
Back problems cost Wuyke his chance in
the late 1980's and may be the one thing thai
might stop him in '92. Hecurrenllydescribcs
his progess as "day by day."

You
would
think
the
His Olympic training regimen involves
biggest
working with the men's soccer and track
problem
for
teams here at Conn. Wuyke says that he
Wuyke
and
"knows what is hard." This constant fitness
Correa might
training has been invaluable to the Men's
be staying healthy, balancing time between
Soccer Team the past two years. "He's the
training and family, or getting their outside
best," notes Farzin Azarrn, '92.
work done. No, this pair's biggest problem is
However, Wuyke's biggest success as of
the most elemental. They are trying to train
late has been the resurrection of the Men's
at a school that doesn't have a track.
Track Team, a feat which he is very proud of.
Wuyke is one athlete at Conn whose name
"When I came here, the team was on the
has never failed to conjure up talk of Olympic
ground," Wuyke says. He's picked them
competition.
He's a native Venezuelan who
back up and thinks that with a track to run on,
is no stranger to the Games.
In fact, he's
and about two to three years time, he could
somewhat of a national hero in Venezuela.
have a solid program.
He competed in the 800 meters in the 1980
One addition to wuykc's track program is
Games in Moscow and the 1984 Games in
fellow Venezuelan
Gustavo Correa, '94.
Los Angeles,
finishing
9th and 10th
Correa is Conn's
other Olympic
track
respectively.
He also qualified for the 1988
hopeful, and an athlele who will have a
Games in Seoul, South Korea, only 10 have profound affect on the sport here at Conn.
the Venezuelan
National Track Tcam
Obviously not coming to Conn for thc
withdraw as a resultof intcmauonal politics.
facilities, he came to train specifically with
Strangely enough, Wuyke's roots in track
Wuyke in the 800 meters with the Olympics
actually begin with baseball, a sport which is
as a goal.
In NESCAC,
he's
"going
to be
extremely popular in his homeland, and one
he played as a youngster.
One day during
unbelievable," W uyke said proudly. "Maybe
he's going to be the first athlete [at Conn] to
practice, W uykc' s baseball coach held a team
go to a national championship.
[But] I don't
race which Wuyke won.
want to put pressure on him."
"My coach told me to go try a [track]
Correa is currently seconds off the pace
meet," Wuyke remembers. "I won it without
training."
that he needs 10 berunning atloqualify for the
Track became an instant love for Wuyke,
Olympics, but is "getting better" according to
and he continued running track all the way
Wuyke. "It may be too soon, but for the next
through college, where his determ ination and
Olympics he has a lot of chance."
stamina were tested constantly. "I was in the

DOMINO'S PIZZA SPORTS TRIVIA
Now that thc Volvos, Caravans, and Beemcrs of Parents' Weekend have departed, let's
all gel down to what we're supposed to be doing here at Conn ... talk sports! Since
we've hil Week 8, the heart of the NFL season, see if you can answer these pigskin
puzzlers.
1. Who's the NFL career leader in scoring'!
2. Who holds the record for most passing yards in a game?
3. Who holds the record for most receiving yards in a game'!
4. What NR.. QB has thrown for the most 300 yard games?
5. Give the nickname for the following NFL defenses of old; Vikings (70s), Steelcrs (7Os),
Cowboys (70s), Rams (70s), Dolphins (early 80s), Jets (early 80s), Browns (late 80s).

PpersonalW':o~rd~~;;;;;;~;;;~
rocessors
Typewriters
Buitt·in Word Processing
Software;
Capability;
Interfaces;
MS·DOS-

Spreadsheet
Graphical User
3.5- Disk Drives;
File Format

Complete Correction

Compatibility.

Systems; Electronic
Dictionaries; Easy-to-read
Displays; Full Word
Processing Capabimies.

PrJces ranging from

Prices ranging

$299-$499.

$89-$189.

Call your
Campus Rep TODAY

from

Personal
Computers
80286 and 80386SX
Processors; 40 and BOMB
Hard Drives; 640K 102MB
RAM;
_MS·DOS·
4.01 and 5.0; _osolt" WOI1<s.
Prices ""'lIlng from

$699-$1399.
(includes VGA· cofor ~to()

Carl Gersh • 203-439-3109

The first set of answers wins a OOMINO's pizzal Send answers

ICLASSIFIEDS I
ADDRESSERS WANTED
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SPORTS
1-8 Tufts Jumbos
surprise Field
Hockey team 2-0
Sachs sets new save record at Trinity
only to be stuffed right back in by
the relentless Wood. Tyson said
that Wood has "got great speed,
Like a piece of wood floating and is really aggressive."
through the rolling waves of the
However, Sachs was the hero of
sea, the Connecticut
College
of this game. Under a barrage of
Women's Field Hockey Team fell twenty-five
Bowdoin
shots
from the crest of its wave in a tough compared to only twelve for the
loss to a lesser Tufts s9uad, but Camels, she recorded seventeen
bobbed back with a win on saves to preserve the 2-1 victory.
Saturday over Bowdoin.
"Laurie is an amazing goalie," said
The Camels, whose record as of Tyson.
"She's very quick to
Sunday stands at 9-3, the first time recover and will make save after
a Camel team has reached the nine save." Against Trinity last week
win plateau, were coming off an Sachs set a new school record with
exhausting I-D overtime loss at the 37 saves in one game.
hands of Trinity when they faced
Sachs was quick to return the
Tufts, a supposedly inferior team. compliment.
"Abby is the
"It was a suprising loss," said senior backbone of the offense. She's a
co-captain Laurie Sachs.
real hustler and is all over the
Co-captain, Amy Norris,'92,
place," she said.
added that the loss, "will definitely
Tyson was also commented on
hurtourranking, but we still hope to Norris' superb play.
make the ECAC tournament."
"She's got a never-say-die
After the disheartening
loss attitude. Ifshe goes one on one with
against the Jumbos 2-D, the Camels someone she always comes out
had a few days to regroup before with the ball. She's a very smart
their next important game against player. We have a very smart team.
Bowdoin. They knew that they still When we fall apart is when we are
had work to do and that they could thinking in different ways. When
not be satisfied with their play.
we click we are amazing."
The women played like a
The team needs to be hungry and
completely different squad than the "click" in their final two matches
one which had shown up for the against Williams and a very strong
Tufts game. The Camels got a Clark team to ensure their bid in to
controversial goal at 21:38 of the the post season tournament.
first period by Tyson, assisted by
Sachs said, nAs a team weare not
Suzanne Walker, '93, to knot the satisfied unless we are perfect in
score at one at the half-way mark. our own minds."
The game-winner came at 53:25
Needless to say, any result other
of the second half when junior than a Camel victory is not good
Carter Wood came in on a one on enough.
one and fired a shot that hit the post
by Geotl' Goodman
The College Voice
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From the Intramural Department:

Football and soccer programs
cruise toward league playoffs
Both the six-a-side soccer and
!lag football leagues are entering
the home stretch with each league
having either one or two games
remaining in the regular season.
In the past week's soccer games,
Fila Division rivals Parker Brothers
(I-I-I) and Wrighl (0-2-2) played
to a 2-2 deadlock. Junior Garth
Ross continued his torrid scoring
pace with two goals for Parker
Brothers while Marc Hart, '94, and
Alex Soule, '92, countered for
Wright. Jim Shields Division
heavyweight Vole Patrol (3-0)
barraged The Melee (1-.) by a 9-D
count behind a two goal, Lhree assist
outing from Pete Francis, '93, and a
goal and assist apiece from Jacque
Touzet, '93, and Dave Howes, '93.
In other action, Afterthought (1-2)
picked up its first Fila Division win
with a 2-1 edging of Moscow
Express (0-2-1). With two goals,
Ian McLaughlin
provided the
scoring punch for Afterthought.
Lambdin Lambdin Lambdin (1-2I) fought to a 2-2 draw with Jim
Shields Division cohort Alternative
Car Park (1-1-1). Taka Sano, '94,
and Eli Yim, '92, scored singletons
for ACP, while Geoff Goodman,
'94, and Brian O'Malley, '95,
countered for Lambdin.
Elsewhere, Runnin' Rastas (2I) moved up the Shields Division
standings with a tough 4-3 victory
over previously unbeaten Physical
Plant (2-1). Eric Coleman, '93,
Robin Bashinsky,
'92, Pete
Gerjarusak,
'92,
and
Len
VanDykum, '94, all tallied for
Runnin'
Rastas and Stephen
Carroll, John Driscoll, and Joe
Sylvestri found the back of the net
for Physical Plant MoondeBoots
(2-1) outlasted Legion of Doom (2I) 3-1 as Luke Beatty pounded
home the decisive tally for the

The College Voice

'Boots. Le Victoirc (3-1) got back
on track with a 8-0 shutout of a
chagrined Melee (1-3) squad.
Sophomores Jon Finnimore and
Jon A1egranti each had two goals
and two assists for the winners of
this Shields Division tilt. Finally,
the Low Lifes (4-0) remained
unbeaten as they squeaked by
Wright (0-2-2) by a score of 2-1.
The freshman tandem of Damien
DePeter and Jean-Eric Penicaud
provided the offense for the
winners and Soule got his team on
the board. As of October 18, Low
Lifes (4-D) are leading the Filo
Division while Vole Patrol (3-D)
seems to be the tearn to beat in the
Jim Shields Division.
In this past week's flag footbaJl
games, EM Airplanes
(3-1)
improved its standing in the
Tolliver Division with a 35-7
trouncing of X-Clan (2-2). QB
Mark Waldeck, '92, tossed four
ID's, two to the fleet-footed Dave
Howes, '93.
Bredeson Division force 4Horsemen (3-1) outlasted Soul
Train (2-2) by a 28-14 count. QB
Luis Montalvo, '94, threw for three
scores (two to Pete Everett, '94,and
one to Dan Levine, '94) and also
rushed for a ID. Ian Luepker, '92,
accounted for both Soul Train
tallies. In the battle of Bredeson
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Division unbeatens, Team Yank
(4-0) held on against Smiling
Assassins (3-1) 14-7. Matt Shea,
'93, continued his success at QB
with two TD passes while Jon
Wales, '93, scampered for both
Smiling Assassin scores.
In
another competitive matchup,
David (3-0-1) proved to be too
much for Tolliver
Division
cballenger Moondogs (2-1), 28'14. QB Cristo Garcia's, '92, four
ID passes were the difference for
the winners while Eric Hamden,
'92, led the Moondogs with a ID
toss and ID run. The finaJ flag
football game of the week saw
Legion of Doom (2-2) stomp The
Men From Nantucket (0-4) 35-D.
A balanced attack was the key for
the Legion, seniors Jon Krawcyzk,
Scott Crosby, J.T. Straub, Marc
Freiberger, and Sam Davenport
each scored a TD. Presently, Team
Yank (4-0) leads the Bredeson
Division while EM Airplanes (30-1) and David (3-0-1) areatop the
Tolliver Division.
Please call in your 3 vs. 3 Hoop
teams by October 30 for the
Saturday,
November
2nd
tournament. There is also a 4 vs. 4
Ice Hockey Tournament with an
October 30 sign-up deadline and a
November 3 start.

CHARLES

E. DYER, JR.· REGISTERED

PHARMACIST

TOP QUALITY PRESCRIP1'ION SERVICE·
SURGICAL SUPPLIES·
GENERIC LINE • COMPUTERIZED
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE·
FREE DAILY DELIVERY

445-5276
223 TIL\IOCS ST •• GROTON

PASTA
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SPORTS
Camel cross country teams
polish off strong season
McGee grabs first place at final home meet
by Debn Napolitano
The College Voice

Schmoozing with Dob and Pops:

The gun has gone off for the last
time this year for the cross country
runners on their home course. They
ended the season on a good, strong
note however, for Saturday's meet
was one of the best showings for
both teams.
The women placed ahead of
Salve Regina,
Rhode Island
College and Eastern Connecticut
State University. They were bested
only by the Coast Guard Academy.
Coach Ned Bishop thought the race
was progressive, because the team
is catching up to the Coast Guard
runners. This is the best they've
done so far against them.
/
The highlight of the meet came in
the form of freshman Katie McGee,
who was in second place up until
the last iOOOm where she pulled
ahead to capture first place by

fifteen seconds.
and Eastern Connecticut
State
The other members of the team
University.
also ran well. Kat Havens, '93,
The top three senior male runners
placed fifth with a time of 21.31
had an excellent day. They all
Zephyr Sherwin, '95, came in completed the race with personal
eleventhwithatimeof22.25.
Leah
bests and fantastic finishes. Mat
Bower, '93, took twelfth place.
Desjardins, '92, came in second
Due to an illness, Jennichelle . with a personal best of 28.44; the
Devine, '94, ran for the first time only one exceeding his time was
this season and placed fifteenth.
Kevin O'Neele from Rhode Island
Following her, in sixteenth place
College. Peter Jennings, '92, also
was Lyn Balsamo, '94, with a time
had a personal best of 30.03 which
of 23.04. The last player for Conn
enabled him to capture third place.
was Kristin Gonski, '93, with a time
Following was Jeff Williams, '92,
of 23.07. For last year's number
with a personal best of 30.15.
one runner. participating in this
Freshman Craig Morrison broke up
race was a last minute decision, but the pack of seniors by coming in
the team was glad to have her.
fifth. Ian Johnston, '92, was took
The men's cross country learn sixth.
also dominated their course with a
Next weekend, the cross country
first place finish and individual
team will send the top seven
finishes of second through sixth
runners to the NESCACs at Tufts
place in the race itself. The team
University. The men's cross
was up against Rhodc Island
country team is hoping to finish
College, Massachusetts Maritime
ahead of last year's ninth place.

Thomas, Hill, and Baum's conduct
under question by college community
By Dobby Gibsoo

Assodate Sports Editor
and Dave Papadopoulos
The College Voice

99.99999
percent chance that
Senator Strom Thurmond from
South Carolina is brain dead. How
dumb are the people of South
Carolina?

Miseellaneous

Football

Everyone keeps asking us what
we think of the Thomas vs. Hill
issue. We don't think there's any
question about it. Thomas is
leading the AFC in rushing and is
averaging about a TD a game for
the Bills while Houston's Drew
Hill took until week seven to score
his first . . . One thing that
Schmoozing did clearly draw from
the Senate hearings is that there is a

The Mobil gas station on Colman
Street in New London offers a free
Giants or Jets glass with a fill-up of
Super Unleaded. Store employees
informed Dob that they receive a
monthly shipment of 49 cases of
Giants glasses and only one case of
Jets glasses ... Rumors have now
been confirmed that Giants fan
David Baum, '92, actually flil?ped
between the Giants-Steelers game

PROTECT LOVED ONES!

Mini Door / Window Alarm
A simple alarm you can afford to use almost everywhere.
Lightweight,
yet delivers an amazingly
loud piercing alarm.
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Baseball
The fans at two out of the four
Championship Series parks need to
be severely reprimanded. Firstly, it
is widely known that the Minnesota
Twins invented the Homer Hanky.
There's nothing lamer than the
Blue Jay fans' "Rally Rag" which
appeared suddenly for Games 3,4,
and 5 of the series - apparently the
result of some incredibly creative

Canuk. At least the Canadians will
stay out of the Series for another
year. Now they can head back to the
rinks where they belong. Secondly,
"The Tomahawk Chop" has as
about as much baseball tradition as
the Braves have in Atlanta. We
love those lovable losers and are
happy to see that they play on
natural grass, but ''The Tomahawk
Chop" is Florida State Football's
cheer, not the Braves. As far as
Pirates fans go, with apologies to
Dave Bender, '93, we think thcy
may have finally got the hang of
clapping sometime during Game 2.
Tthat there were 7,000 empty seats
for game 7 of the NLCS does not
say much for the city. What an
ernbarassrnent
to the sport of
baseball.
The franchise should
move from that miserable city.
Monday

Night Pick

+2 and a half vs. Buff Bills. Final
score; x.c, Chiefs 33, Buff. Bills 6
- We Win. Record: 3-1-2 (.750).
This week: Cin. Bengals travel up
to Orchard Park to take on the
Buffalo Bills who are favored by
13 points. The Schmoozing boys
are out of the gate in a hurry and
look to stay that ,way with another
winner this week. With both teams
employing high octane, hurry-up
offenses and soft defenses - look
for a lot of points to be scored.
Although 13 points are a lot of
points to lay down, we've got to
like the Bills. With or without
Kelly, they have too much offense
for the winless Bengals who are
always threatening to wake up and
erupt but never do. Provided this
game doesn't serve as a wakeup
call for the Bengals, the Bills will
simply outgun them by more than
the necessary 13 points. Take the
Bills and lay the points.

Last week: (I onl9 I) K.C. Chiefs

COLLEGE FUNDING
MONEY FOR COLLEGE GUARANTEED

~ii~~!W;">"" ..

PERFECTF~~DORMS!

and a meaningless NHL RangersCapitals game last Monday night.
"I apologize," Baum said in an
affidavit released recently, "for
nothing. I sawall the touchdowns."
Baum's conduct will be under full
review from a panel of campus
Giants fans. Punishments range
from a simple letter of censure to
suspension from game viewing,
being fined pizzas (which will be
split among Giants fans), and/or a
weekly urinalysis.

Jll'I~:rrJ
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-...~-.

1-$---24---9-5~1

Easy 10 Minute Installation
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

•

SCHOLARSHIPS· LOANS· CAREER
PLANNING' COLLEGE MATCHING· ON
LINE CUSTOMER SERVICE

...~

Co.-.ubnnb

Mail your check or money order

in the amount of $24.95 + $2.50 S&H to:
Prime Business Concepts,
PO Box 6000, Yantic, CT 06389.
Ailow 6-8 weeks for delivery

REGARDLESS OF CREDIT OR INCOME
WE CAN GET YOU MONEY.
Call 1-321-1242

requires 9 volt battery (not included)
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SPORTS
Nightmare on Mohegan Ave:

Trinity breaks
hearts; McBride
breaks his leg
player," Lion said sadly, but
Conn's nightmares had only begun.
At the end of the first half, Sean
The biggest nightmare for any McAllister, '92, knocked in his
team in organized sports would team leading eighth goal of the
have to be the loss of their top player season to equalize the score at I-I .•
to injury. The second biggest
The second half pressed on '6
nightmare would probably be scoreless until late in the game ~
having an official's call decide the when Conn appeared to have taken ~
outcome of an important game.
the lead for good on a goal by Pete ';
Unfortunately for Conn, these two Spear, '94, who had taken the place ~
nightmares were realities for the of the fallen McBride. The lineman ~
•
men's soccer team last Saturday at was in perfect position and his flag 1;
Trinity.
Instead of wearing the
remainedwho
at his
side.
But the
the play,:S
head ~
smiles of a team poised to enter referee,
was
behind
post-season play, Conn's kickers blew his whistle disallowing the Shawn McAllister, '92, cruises by an opposing defender.
are wearing circles under their eyes goal.
BOX SCORE
after suffering a nightmarish defeat
Trinity ended up netting not one,
to Trinity, losing their top player to but two goals, in the second
120TOTF
injury, and now looking ahead to overtime period to send the Camels
ConnlOOOI
two tough and meaningful games home 3-1 losers.
0
2
0
3
Despite the Trinity I
with Assumption and Williams.
nightmares the team suffered, the
Things did not bode well for the players mostly blamed themselves.
First Half -I, Trinity, Alegri
Camels from the start when they
by Jonathan Zarr
"Not one person
had a (Rodriguez),7:00. I, Conn,
Acting Associate Sports Editor
faced off against the Bantams. Not particularly good game," Lion
McAllister (Azarm), 43: 10.
five minutes into the game, Conn' s noted. The exception being Spear
Consistency of play has not been
tri-captain Jon McBride, '92, was who "did a good job coming in for Second Half -None.
top priority for the women's soccer
carted off the field for the duration
Macker," The Camels are now
team. "We're not passing the ball.
of the game after a challenge for the looking to regroup, fmishing off First Overtime - None.
We're losing one-on-ones and
ball. McBride was given ice and their home schedule against a
we're not working well as a team:'
dmgnosed with a rather bad bruise beatable
Assumption
team
Second Overtime -2, Trinity,
Mamie Sher, '94, said. Over the last
by the Trinity trainer.
Tuesday al 3:30. And then they'll
Alegri, 108:15. 3, Trinity,
two weeks, instead of a possible 4It was a "pretty innocent looking play the game that may mean it all: Cassarino (Yates) 111:00.
record for their last four games,
challenge," said Yuval Lion, '93. next
Saturday
against
an
the Camels came away with a
After a visit to the hospital in New undefeated Williams squad.
Goalies -Conn, Cutillo, 15 saves.
mediocre
and disappointing
London, it was determined that
The circles looked darker as Trinity, Ward, 10 saves.
showing of 2-2.
McBride had broken his leg, and he Lion said, "We'll have to win or tie
The first two games were
was placed in a cast extending
on Saturday
to make
the
Shots on Goal- Conn 19, Trinity
successes for the Camels, as they
above his knee. "We lost our best tournament."
22.
defeated
both Western New
by Dobby Gibson
Assodale Sports EdItor
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Supko leads Camels
to soccer victory

o

England College and Bowdoin
College. On October 8, the Camels
destroyed Western New England
8-0. Western New England could
never get into the game thanks to
the dominating play by sophomore
Kate Greco who had two goals and
one assist, and freshman Courtney
Skulley who had two goals as well.'
Goaltender Anne Palmgren, '93,
had to do very little as she only had
to make three saves, while
freshman Julie Granof replaced
Palmgren late in the game and made

one save.
In thee Bowdoin game, October
12, the Camels made a valiant
comeback to beat Bowdoin, and
Kristen Supko, '92, surpassed Katie
Bing's,'90, school scoring record
capping her 54th point of her
college career. Supko scored the
first goal of the game off of a pass
from Jen Ciotti ,'92,. Supko passed
one Polar Bear defender and then
blasted a shot to the lower right

comer. However, Bowdoin took
away any celebration that Supko
had for her goal when they scored
two goals late in the halfto take the
lead 2-1. In the second, Skulley
scored off of Sher' s pass to tie, and
then Sarah Ciotti,'95, finished off
the comeback with a goal with six
minutes remaining to lead the
Camels to victory.
October 15 was not a joyful day
for the Camels as they had to host
Williams, a team that had not been
beaten in 15 games and compiled a
9-0--1 record this year. The Camels
were not going 10 be driven into the
ground by this powerful Williams
team. The only shot that found its
way by Palmgren was delivered by
Linda Allen of Williams (67:53).
Palmgren saved seven other shots.
"They were definitely better than
us, at least on Tuesday," Sher said.
Wellesley
did not seem to
deserve the win when they beat the
Camels last Sunday 2-0. Crissy
Haywoodplayedwell,asusual
The
usually non-impressive Wellesley
team just wanted the game more
than the Camels, who did not come
into the game with the intensity that
they did when they teamed up
agrtinst Williams and Bowdoin.
"We thought that we had
pressure [to make the tournament]
with three losses, but now we have
four.t'said Sher.
The women's soccer team has the
opportunity to conclude the season
with a 10-4 record when they play
host to Clark University
on
Wednesday and then travel to Bates
on Saturday for the season finale.

Athlete of the Week
LAURIE SACHS, '92, co-captain of the Field Hockey Team secured 37 saves
in Trinity game, setting a new college record.
TIu! College Voice
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